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Fission yields have been calculated assuming as a first approxi-
mation that they are proportional to the product of the level
densities of a pair of binary fission products. The level densities
have been calculated with the simplified shell-model methods of
Newson and Duncan. The calculations predict a single symmetric
peak when the mass of the fissioning nucleus, A0&A'1+z1+N2+
Zs= 50+28+82+50 =210 (in agreement with the observed
fission yields for bismuth and lighter elements), and three maxima
in the fission yield curves for heavier compound nuclei. The peak
corresponding to approximately equal-size binary fission products
is very much higher than is observed experimentally. This is
undoubtedly due to the fact that in asymmetric fission a core
corresponding to 82 neutrons and 50 protons remains intact in
the heavier fission product, whereas for symmetric fission this core

is disrupted at the cost of several Mev. Since correction for this
energy eGect involves a number of unknown factors, the calculated
yields for symmetric fission have been reduced by the same
empirical factor in all calculations. An additional parameter, n,
is introduced in correcting for excitation energy of the fission
products and for possible departures from equilibrium. These
calculations, which involve only two free parameters, explain
most of the fission yield data for all five known cases where the
compound nucleus is within an Mev or so of the fission threshold:
Pu" U"', U"', U ", and Th23~, but it is necessary to treat n as a
free parameter for each curve to fit the small steep regions on each
side of mass number —',A0. The calculated fission yields of the more
highly excited compound nucleus, Ac"', predict three equally
prominent maxima in qualitative-agreement with observation.

' 'T has been pointed out by Fong' that the fission
~ - yield of a particular mass number should be propor-
tional to the level density of the fission product of the
same or slightly greater mass number multiplied by the
level density of the accompanying 6ssion product.
Starting from this assumption and inferring level
densities from low-energy neutron resonances, Fong
calculated a remarkably good fit to the experimentally
measured thermal fission yields for U"'. Cameron' also
found an excellent fit starting from the same general
idea. However, neither of these authors has extended
his calculations to other fissionable nuclides. This is
probably because the neutron resonance data gives a
level density at a very different (several Mev) excitation
energy from that of the fission products. Level densities
are so sensitive to excitation energy that this correction
tends to become an empirical 6tting of experimental
data with the use of many free parameters. ' On the
other hand, Fong and Cameron achieved enough success
to make it seem very likely that the fundamental
assumption of their calculations was at least approxi-
mately correct.

The shell model suggests two principal types of
fission'. (1) We define (binary) asymmetricfissi on by the
relations: 50&E1, A2) 82, 28&ZAN, and Z2&50, or after
neutron emission, 77&At and As&132. (2) We define
(binary) symmetric fission by: 28 &Zi &Z& &50 and
50&Xi (E2(82 so that A~(132; this second mode is
less favorable energetically because of the breakup of
the "double magic core" 50Sns~" of the heavier frag-
ment. (3) The remaining cases, ternary and eery
asymmetric binary fission (where A i——1V&+Zi &77)
have extremely small yields and will not be discussed or

plotted in Fig. 1.The subscripts 0, 1, and 2 on the mass,
charge, and neutron numbers (A, Z, and 1V) refer to the
fissioning nucleus, the light fragment, and the heavy
fragment, respectively.

We first calculate the relative level density of both
binary asymmetric 6ssion fragments by the method of
Xewson and Duncan, 4 plot the product of the relative
level densities of each pair of fragments against A, and
normalize the resultant curve so that the sum of the
fission yields of all masses is 200%%uq. This yield curve,
which is shown in dashed curve (b) of Fig. 1(A) for the
light fission fragment, does not fit the experimental
points very well, "but the low calculated yields below
A2=140 would be greatly increased, and the 6t of the
calculated curve improved if a correction like Fong's
were made for the very high excitation energy of these
primary 6ssion products compared to neutron escape
energy. However, a much simpler calculation suggests
itself. The considerations of Fong and Cameron were
based on the assumption that after the saddle point, the
motion of the fission fragments is so slow that there is
always equilibrium, and the relative yield of a pair of
fission fragments can be calculated exactly from their
level densities. However, this equilibrium condition will
not hold just before the instant of scission and a certain
amount of smearing of curves' such as (b) in Fig. 1(A)
will result. The neutrons which boil off the fission frag-
ments after scission, have a similar but smaller smearing
effect.

This statistical approach calculates the charge and
mass of the potential 6ssion fragments just before
scission, while the yields are measured for the separated

A. Fong, Phys. Rev. 102, 434 (1956).
2 A. G. W. Cameron, I'roceedings of the Second United Nations
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(United Nations, New York, 1958), Paper P/168.' Halpern, Annual Review of Nuclear Science (Annual Reviews,
Inc. , Palo Alto, California, 1959), p. 245.

4 H. W. Newson and M. M. Duncan, Phys. Rev. Letters 3, 45
(1959).
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fission products after neutron and P-ray emission. The
following conventions were adopted to bridge this gap.
(1) The average number of neutrons 1 emitted per frag-
ment was assumed to be 2 for X2& 84, i.e., A2&134, and
v =0.5, for the accompanying fragment and for
Ns/2&Ns&82. Except near Ns ——82 where the above
assumption is reasonable, the fit is not very sensitive
to v which has been taken as 2.5 for every pair of 6ssion
products. A 50% probability for an odd value of 1 must
be assumed since the Newson-Duncan procedure pre-
dicts only even-even primary fragments. (2) All possible
primary fission products which are P emitters were
considered equally probable for each ever valle of A&

or A2. For each pair of products this procedure in itself
weights the "equal length chains" drastically enough
for practical purposes. (3) An average, over all possible
sizes of the neck (which we would expect from the
liquid drop model —see p. 304 of reference 3) has also
been made. Clearly, from our point of view, the neck
may vary between zero and (As —78—132) mass units.
This average (performed before the smearing calcula-
tion) changes the dashed curve (b) Fig. 1(A) into the
reflection of curve (a) in that figure; after the smearing
operation has been carried out, the difference does not
affect our ability to fit the data but a small effect on the
smearing parameter e is apparent.

Since the long-range electrical forces acting alone
favor symmetric fission, any last-minute smearing
before scission should be in the direction to reduce the
mass difference between the two fragments. In order to
calculate the light fragment asymmetric fission yield
for Pu'", six curves with smaller abscissas but congruent
to (a) [Fig. 1(A)] were added to it; the ordinates of all
the maxima were the same but each curve was displaced
two mass units from its nearest neighbors. Thus the
calculated distribution curve (a) was smeared toward
the left over an interval, e= 12 mass units. The yield of
the other fragment was calculated similarly. Actually
the single free parameter e= 10 gives a very good fit to
five of the six curves in Fig. 1 except for the relatively
few points between Ao —130&A~ and A2&130. The
sensitivity of the calculated curves to the value of e is
indicated in Fig. 1(B).

The smearing process introduces more nearly equal
mass fission fragments than our first definition of
asymmetric fission permitted. The process also increases
the predicted relative yield of fragments with A ~(132.
An excitation energy correction would have had the
same qualitative effect. Thus it is not surprising that
when e is used as a free parameter the smearing opera-
tion replaces the corrections both for departure from
equilibrium and for excitation energy.

The calculated asymmetric fission yields in the two

upper curves [Figs. 1(A) and 1(B)] a,ccount satisfac-
torily for the experimental data, but a third maximum,
corresponding to symmetric fission, may be seen in each
of the two lower curves [Figs. 1(E) and 1(F)].The
symmetric hssion has been calculated according to our
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FIG. 1 (A) The experimental fission yields (in percent) from
&u"'(n,f) for thermal neutrons are plotted as circles (o) against
mass number A. The calculated yields are plotted as solid dots
which are connected (where practical) by straight lines. For this
calculation the resolution width I was 12 mass units. The calcu-
lated points at the very bottom of the plot are the predictions for
symmetric fission with n=12. The dashed calculated curves, (a)
and (b), assume n 0 (8) U"'=(n,.f) for 2.8-Mev neutrons. The
solid calculated curve assumes n = 12 and the dashed curve m = 10.
The two calculated curves do not differ appreciably except where
indicated. (C) U"'(N, f) for thermal neutrons. The calculated
points (@=10)near A =116are the sums of the calculated yields
of symmetric and asymmetric fission. (D) U"'(e,f) for thermal
neutrons. Otherwise the plot is the same as Fig. 1 (C). (E) Th'" (n,f)
for 2.8-Mev neutrons. The calculated points (n=8) show yields

for the two types of fission separately near the right minimum and
the sum near the left minimum. The experimental points for Figs.
1(A) to 1(E)are from the compilation of Katcoff' where references
to the original worlr may be found. (F) Ras'6(P, f) for 11-Mev
protons. The experimental data are those of Jensen and Fairhall. ~

In Fig. 1(C) read U"' instead of U".
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previous definition and added to Fig. 1 as indicated in
the caption. The prescription of Newson and Duncan
predicts a ratio of integrated symmetric to asymmetric
fission which is much larger than found experimentally.
The predicted ratio ha, s been reduced by the same factor
for all six parts of Fig. 1. This factor corresponds to a
correction for the relatively low excitation energy of the
symmetric fragments' since they are formed at the ex-
pense of the energy ()4 Mev) to break up the double
magic core (ssSnss'") of the heavier asymmetric frag-
ment. It seems reasonable to And the same factor for
compound nuclei with about the same energy relative
to 6ssion threshold.

Only two parameters are needed to explain most of
the 6ssion yield data for all five cases where the com-
pound nucleus is within one Mev or so of the 6ssion
threshold, but it is necessary to treat m as a free param-

eter for each curve to fit the small steep regions on each
side of mass number —,'Ao. The qualitative agreement
LFig. 1(F)j for Ra"' is also interesting. One would
expect a better fit in this case if the proton bombarding
energy were closer to the threshold value. It is interest-
ing to note that, according to our definition, asymmetric
fission becomes impossible for As(78+132=210,
which is in agreement with the fact that single maxima
are always observed for the fission of Bi"' and lighter
nuclides. ' The interpretation of underthreshold (spon-
taneous) and over-threshold (E„)5 Mev) fission will

be discussed in a later paper.
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Directional correlation measurements have been made on the 320- to 92-kev and 280-to 320-kev gamma-
ray cascades in Pm 47 following the decay of 11.1-day Nd'47 with a coincidence scintillation spectrometer
using NaI detectors. The observed correlation functions are: W(8)=1—(0.1030+0.0298) P2(cos8)+
(0.0107a0.0099) P4(cos8), and W(8)=1+(0.0710+0.0162) P2(cos8) —(0.0126+0.0103) P&(cos8), respec-
tively, for the two cascades. The energy levels of Pm'4' at ground state, 92 kev, 410 kev, and 690 kev were
found to be —,'+, —,'+, —,'+, and —,'+, respectively. It was found that the 92-kev gamma ray has a mixture of
(95+2)% M1 and (5&2)% E2 with 8g&

——+(0.229+0.143), the 320-kev gamma ray has a mixture of 1%
3I1 and 99% E2 with 8320 +9.95+0.11, and the 280-kev gamma ray has a mixture of 99% M1 and 1%E2
with 8280= —0.11~0.11.

INTRODUCTION

HE decay scheme of Nd'4', 11.1 day half-life, has
been investigated by different authors' ' and is

shown in Fig. 1. There is complete agreement in the
decay schemes as proposed by Hans et al. ' and Mitchell'
on the one hand, and Cork' on the other hand, except

t This work was supported in part by the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission.

*This work was based on a thesis to be submitted in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy.
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for the level at 289 kev, the transition Ps, the gamma
rays of energies 160 kev and 198 kev and the position
of the gamma ray of energy 410 kev. But none of these
discrepancies are involved in the present correlation
studies. The gamma rays and the energy levels of
interest are shown by boldface lines. The spin of the
ground-state of Nd" has been measured by Abraham"
to be -,'—.Very recently the ground-state spin of Pm"'
has been measured by Klinkenberg and Tomkins, "
and by Cabezas et al. ," and is found to be 2. All the
P transitions from the ground state of Nd"' and
feeding the excited states of Pm" have been classified
as erst forbidden with a spin change of zero or one
and with a change of parity. '' ' Thus each excited
level in Pm"' must have one of the following values:
3+ 5+ 7+
2 9 2 ) 2

' Kedzie M. Abraham, Phys. Rev. 108, 54 (1957)."P. F. A. Klinkenberg and F. S. Tompkins, Physica 26, 103
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